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A bstract

This paper is a report on personal experiences when I submitted a paper

that was meant to be published in the volume “Pluricentricity and Plu-

riareality: Dialects, Variation, and Standards”, that was to comprise the

presentations of a conference at the University of Münster in 2019. The

paper was not accepted for publication, with many comments inserted

into the text that demanded many alterations of my text. What makes the

process particular is not only the large number of reviewer comments,

but also their quality. A large number of the comments give the impres-

sion that they were not intended to improve the text, but are rather de-

structive in the sense that central parts of my text are demanded either to

be deleted, rewritten or backed up with additional references even

though there is no need for that and no space either. Five destructive

strategies have been outlined and are presented with the original text of

my paper and the respective comments. The paper finishes with a chapter

on the ethics of reviewing that does not seem to be discussed in German

sociolinguistics.

1 . Introduction – W hat thepaper is about andwhat l edto it

This paper is about my personal experiences in connection with the in-

vited publication of a paper that was presented in 2019 at the “International

Conference on Pluricentricity vs. Pluriareality- Models, Varieties, Approaches”

at the University of Münster, Germany. Each author was invited to write a con-

1
Th e allusion to H arperLee’sfam ousn ovelisin ten tion albutisused h ere asa m etaph orfor“gettin g rid of a

c ritic ”.Th e term “m oc kin g bird ” isth erefore spelled w ith a sm allin itialletter.Itism ean tto be taken literally
an d n otasa propern am e fora bird of th e sam e n am e an d to avoid a d irec tc on n ec tion to th e c on ten tof
H arperLee’sn ovel.
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tribution of 20 pages. The paper was submitted in early January 2020.2On 30 July

2021 I got an email saying the following:

Dear Rudolf, we are writing to inform you that your submission to “Plu-

ricentricity and Pluriareality: Dialects, Variation, and Standards” has now

gone through internal peer review. Unfortunately, our reviewers do not

think that it fits very well with our conception of the volume, and believe

that it might be better placed elsewhere. We therefore must inform you

that it has been rejected for inclusion in the volume. Attached, you can

find a copy of your prospective chapter with comments from the review-

ers that we hope might be useful to you in understanding the overall deci-

sion.”

Itis notunusualto g eta p ap errejec ted by editors.So,w hy should itbe of in-

terestto w rite a p ap er aboutp ap er thathas been rejec ted? The answ er is thatthe

tw o review ers (m ostlikely identic alw ith the editors of the volum e,Phillip M eer

and Ry an Durg asin)3 w ho p lac ed 205 c om m ents into m y m anusc rip tof 20 p ag es

(roug hly 10 p er p ag e), w hic h is a rather unusual hig h num ber. Som e m ig htsay

thatthey w ere very thoroug h. Butlooking atthe objec tio ns thathave been p ut

into the m anusc rip t,itbec om es c lear thatthe review ing had no tbeen done in or-

derto im p rove the tex t.Instead,as Iw illtry to show ,a larg e num berof objec tions

are,in m y op inion,destruc tive and arg uing ag ainstthe p luric entric m o delthatI

p resented. The rejec tion o f the p ap er w as obviously m otivated by the p luriareal

stanc e of the editors.Unlike the title of the volum e sug g ests,itdoes notap p ear to

w elc om e c ontributio ns in favo ur of the p luric entric m odel.This w as indirec tly ac -

know ledg ed by the editors by telling m e that“our reviewers do not think that it

fits very well with our conception of the volume” .The title of their book (ac c ord-

ing to the invitation to c ontribute) “Pluricentricity and Pluriareality: Dialects,

Variation, and Standards” is therefore misleading as there is only one author sup-

porting the pluricentric concept left that will be included in their book.4 M y p ap er

2
See th e appen d ix.Th e artic le is in c lud ed asan appen d ix so th atth e quoted passages c an be review ed an d

th e textread en tirely.

3
Th e review ersare m ostlikely id en tic alw ith th e ed itorsof th e volum e.Th isc an be d isc ern ed from a n um ber

of in d ic ation s.A m on g th em isth e stron g preferen c e forW orld En glish es(both ed itorsare P h D stud en tsof
En glish )asin c om m en t63,79,87,101,107,referen c e to th e c on ten tof th e paperof Elspaßin th e volum e
an d th e c laim th atm ostpapers of th e volum e supportth e pluriarealc on c ept.W h o else th an th e ed itors
w ould kn ow th is? A n d th ere are also referen c eson En glish in th e C arribean s,th e topic of on e of th e tw o ed i-
torsP h D d issertation .In c om m en t2.4.1 (3) th ey m ain tain “Elspaß(th isvolum e) also presen tsd ata w h ic h
c astd oubton th e assum ption of a Germ an y-w id e stan d ard of Germ an .“C ould an yon e th an th e ed itorskn ow
of suc h a fac t?

4
Th ere w ere on ly th ree presen tersatth e c on feren c e th atsupported th e pluric en tric m od el,tw o of th em (Doll-

in geran d M uh r)are n otin c lud ed ,rem ain son e th atw illbe publish ed .
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(p rinted in the ap p endix ) w as a c ritic al study arg uing ag ainstthe favo ured p lu-

riarealm odelof the editors and p rovided em p iric alevidenc e thatithas no sc ien-

tific basis and w as in fac tm isleading .I p rovided a c ritic alc hec k of allp luriareal

arg um ents and their data from a p luric entric p o into f view and p resented several

em p iric aldata sets thatshow ed the o p p o site of w hatw as m aintained by the p lu-

riarealg roup .In m y view itis nec essary to c ounter the arg um ents in favour of the

p luriarealc onc ep tand those thatare levelled ag ainstp luric entric ity .

To sum itup :After w orking in the ac adem ic field for m ore than 40 y ears,it

is neitherw ounded vanity ,nora fitof old ag e stubbo rnness orreveng e fornotg et-

ting a p ap er p ublished thatp rom p ts m e to w rite this artic le.Being in retirem entI

am notdep endento n p ublishing p ap ers to further m y ac adem ic c areer.This kind

o f review ing does notaffec tm e p ersonally or p ro fessionally .In fac t,w hatreally

touc hes m e is

(a) the p rofessionalinadeq uac y o f a larg e num ber of the editors' c om m ents and

c hang e req uests;

(b) ap p alling dem ands,like notm entioning the nam es of sc ientists,etc .;

(c ) p etty c om m ents on sty le and c ho ic e o f w ords;

(d) the unfounded rejec tion o f em p iric aldata thatw ere p resented in m y p ap er by

notac c ep ting them orsim p ly dism issing them as inadeq uate

(e) and g rave ethic alasp ec ts of these review s.

As there are so m any dubious c laim s by the review ers,autho rs thatare at

the beg inning o f their c areer are leftw ith the c ho ic e o f ac c ep ting the false/inade-

q uate dem ands of the review ers/editors orhaving to w ithdraw theirp ap er.

This c reates a g ap in the p ublic ation listand is a traum atic ex p erienc e that

c asts doubton one's ow n c om p etenc e –esp ec ially if a sc holaris y oung and notto o

fam iliar w ith the p rac tic es in sc ientific p ublishing .The follow ing sec tion w illg ive

an overview o f five strateg ies o f w hatIp erc eive as destruc tive c om m enting o f the

editors/review ers thatalso raise ethic alq uestions of sc ientific p ublishing .

2 . Rev iewing therev iewers – A critical ov erv iew ofeditor com m ents and
rem arks - The destructiv e rev iewing strategies used bythe rev iew-
ers/editors

This section provides an overview of the key strategies used by the re-

viewers/editors that I consider destructive yielded by the reviewer/editor com-

ments:

1. Do not allow the names and background of main representatives of the plu-

riareal model to be mentioned
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2. Defend the pluriareal model with dubious arguments suggesting a lack of edi-

torial impartiality

3. Delete or rewrite essential passages

4. Avoid clear scientific language that uncovers false claims and do not uncover

refuted arguments

5. Pretend not to understand arguments put forward by authors, mark them as

vague, demand it to be backed up with (unnecessary) references or simply re-

fuse to accept the results without clarifying why.

Explanation of abbreviations and structure of analysis of the comments

 OT: Original text of my paper as submitted, page number is provided

 RC: Reviewer comment(s); number of comment is given

 CRC: Comment on reviewer comment

 If several reviewer comments occur in a text, the passages to which they re-

fer are marked with numbers [1], [2].

 If there is just a small part of the text that is commented by the reviewers,

the passage is marked by *** at the beginning and at the end ***.

 Abbreviations: PAG = Pluriareal group; PLAC = Pluriareal model; NPAG = new

pluriareal group; PLCM = Pluricentric model.

The original text to which a comment refers is listed first (OT), followed by

the reviewer's comment (RC). At the end of each section a summary analysis of

the comments of the editors/reviewers is presented.

2 .1 S trategy(1 ): D o not m ention the nam es ofm ain representativ es ofthe
pl uriareal m odel as this m ight be“confrontativ e”!

The singl e text passages referring to section (1 ) and the com m ents con-

nectedwith them

1.1 OT, p 1: A second pluriareal group established itself after 2010, which

consists of scholars of German origin working in Austria: Stephan Elspaß, Alex-

andra Lenz, Arne Ziegler and Konstantin Niehaus. There are also other members

like Peter Auer, Christa Dürscheid, Manfred Glauninger, who work in Germany,

Switzerland or Austria. Their approach will be discussed in section 4.

1.1.1 RC 24: I don't think there is any inherent benefit of mentioning individual

researchers here that may be associated with the pluriareal model. This might

be read negatively as a personal confrontation. Maybe simply cite representa-

tive publications here. I don't think the nationalities of the researchers are rele-

vant here. Discussions should remain at a content level. (Italics R.M.)
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1.2 OT, p1: Elspaß, who is the leading member of the PAG, confirmed the

view that AG does not exist, when he was asked at the conference in Münster

(2019) whether he believed that there was “no Austrian German at all”. In reply,

he said: “I would not know where that would be!” The message for the Austrians

is then that linguistically they do not have anything of their own except that

there are some regionalisms.

1.2.1 RC 98: I suggest that this sub-section be deleted. It is somewhat problem-

atic to cite this (especially while overtly criticizing someone). This is further

taken out of context and, most importantly, the quote does not itself suggest

that Elspaß rejects the existence of Austrian German, considering that his an-

swer was "would not know". An answer to such a question also depends on the

exact perspective taken.

1.2.2 RC 99: This is an extremely odd thing to cite in an academic paper. There is

also a further reading of things that Elspaß did not say.

1.3. OT p 5: However, ***Elspaß is obviously insinuating*** that the PLCM

[pluricentric model] is inciting nationalism as it is using the term “national vari-

ety”.

1.3.1 RC 99: Please avoid these types of accusations.

Sum m ary com m ents on the com m ents of the rev iewers/editors

for section (1 )

The comments of section/strategy (1) have in common that the re-

viewer/editors do not want to name the members of the PLAG in a scientific pa-

per. This is clearly shown in 1.1.1 RC 24. The naming of the members of the PLAG

is part of the introduction in which I briefly summarised the genesis of both

concepts. I cannot fathom why this should be “read negatively as a personal con-

frontation”. What is “confrontative” about listing the members of a group of

scholars that follow a certain concept? I think science has to be transparent and

this also applies to those that promote certain ideas.

And why is it [1.2.1 RC 92:] “an extremely odd thing to cite in an academic

paper” - that Elspaß said this at the conference in Münster? In fact, it was Phillip

Meer – one of the two editors of the volume - who asked Elspaß: “Would you

then say that there is no Austrian German?” The answer was: “I wouldn’t know

where that would be!” From the previous presentation and the answer by El-

spaß, it was generally understood that the answer was a “yes” – there is no Aus-

trian German. It is not an extremely odd thing to quote this in an academic pa-

per as it was uttered in the context of a scientific presentation and by a scholar
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in front of a large number of other scholars. It is rather odd that the editors re-

fuse to acknowledge that the question was posed and claiming that Elspaß did

not say this. What is “extremely odd” is that the reviewers suggested removing

this passage.

And finally, 1.3 OT p 5: Why is it an accusation to say that Elspaß is “in-

sinuating” something? I could have used “imply” which has the same meaning.

By all means it is not an accusation even if someone could get irritated by the re-

inforcing element “obviously”. I would suggest being more accurate in English

verb pragmatics.

2 .2 S trategy(2 ): Thepl uriareal m odel is defendedwith argum ents showing
a l ack ofeditorial im partial ityandexpert knowl edge

The singl e text passages referring to section (2 ) and the com m ents con-

nectedwith them

2.1 OT, p 15: The VARGR,5 which is used by the PAG as an empirical proof

of their claims turned out to be marked by a massive imbalance and general lack

of representativeness in the underlying corpus. ***It is reasonable to conclude

that all VAGR results are incorrect. *** This was confirmed by checking numer-

ous VAGR results against the very large APA newspaper corpus.

2.1.1 RC 204: Definitely not! This is by no means a "reasonable" conclusion and

does not meet the standards of a discussion in a scientific contribution.

2.2 OT, p 1: (1)***Several checks were conducted*** and (2)

***confirmed*** that the pluriareal model is not a viable alternative to the plu-

ricentric language model. [Text was part of the abstract].

2.2.1 RC 16: Most contributions and the volume in its entirety argue that both

concepts may, in certain circumstances, be seen as complementary, with each

model having its own merits (and perhaps problems). I'm not sure whether such

a strong claim, i.e. that the model outright is not useful, can necessarily be up-

held. I would suggest being more specific here, as to what notions are problem-

atic or to rephrase this.

2.1.2 RC 13 (1): As is, this sounds somewhat vague.

2.1.3 RC 14 (2): "Confirm" is not ideal here because it implies that this was hy-

pothesized initially. "Suggest" or "show" seem to be better here.

5
Explan ation of abbreviation s: VA RGR = Varian ten gram m atik d esDeutsc h en ;P A G = P luriarealGroup;A G =

A ustrian Germ an ;NV = n ation alvariety;
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2.3 OT: (1) While the concept of the pluricentricity of languages as intro-

duced by Riesel (1953), Stewart (1962, 1968), Kloss (1978) and in particular by

Clyne (1984, 1992, 1995) gradually developed over a period of 40 years, the con-

cept “pluriareality” was (2) “born” with an article of Wolf (1994) who also intro-

duced the terminology.

2.3.1 RC (1): I agree that pluricentricity has more tradition and is more common

outside German linguistics. At the same time, the contrastive way in which this

is phrased may be read negatively here ("pluricentricity: long tradition, well-

established" vs. "pluriareality: "born" over night). I don't think this is beneficial

for a discussion of both concepts at a descriptive, neutral, and content level -

esp. in this relatively hot debate and the constructive-integrative nature of the

volume. 2.3.1 RC 16: (1): See also other occasions below.

2.3.2 RC 16: (2): Rephrase

2.4 OT: (1) A second important fact is that all arguments are always di-

rected against Austrian German and not against any other NV of German, which

gives the impression that it is primarily concerned about abolishing AG, which

was indirectly confirmed by Elspaß at the conference in Münster in 2019.

2.4.1 RC (1): This needs to be backed up with references/publications. "All ar-

guments are always directed again Austrian German" is vague.

(1) Suggest clarification or rather simple deletion here because this is a argu-

ment which will need to be backed up with quite a bit of elaboration in the text.

Also, I'm not sure if this argument can be upheld in these absolute terms in the

first place.

(2) It rather seems to be the case that pluriareality does not take national stan-

dard varieties overall as a necessary given (which is to some extent in line with

recent tendencies in World Englishes research for instance).

(3) Elspaß (this volume) also presents data which cast doubt on the assumption

of a Germany-wide standard of German, i.e. the existence of Standard German

German; the results rather seem to suggest the existence of a Standard North-

ern German German and Standard Southern German German. At the same

time, while overlap of southern standard varieties exists,

(4) the evidence presented may also be interpreted in favour of the existence of

Austrian and Swiss standard varieties (each with some overlap to neighbouring

varieties of course).

(5) I don't share the view that it is the underlying intention of pluriareality to re-

ject the existence of an Austrian standard in these absolute terms.
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2.5 OT, p 11: Based on these criteria, the VARGR-corpus is not balanced as

it contains only texts of regionally distributed newspapers. This means in fact

that the results of VARGR are not an overall description of the German “Ge-

brauchsstandard” in different domains, but is a reduced selection of grammati-

cal phenomena of written newspaper language of local newspapers. The sam-

ple/corpus does not “show the full range of variability in a population”.

2.5.1 RC 167: RC Well, yes. This is a newspaper corpus. Newspaper corpora are

common, and they are not invalid simply because they are a specialized corpus.

Specialised corpora are very common in corpus linguistics. Of course, newspa-

per corpora only show newspaper language. The general claim that the Varian-

tengrammatik solely shows newspaper language is thus valid but should be re-

phrased; the corpus itself is not problematic. That is, it is indeed a shortcoming

that other written and also spoken corpora were not considered with regard to

grammatical variation. Nevertheless, they of course show an important data

source.

Sum m arycom m ents on the com m ents ofthe rev iewers/editors for section

(2 )

The comments and text passages in this section show that the edi-

tors/reviewers defend throughout the pluriareal model. Editors must take care

for the scientific quality of their publication. But it seems highly unusual that

the editors of a volume that is supposed to contain two models of language de-

scription show preference for one with unfounded arguments.

This is clearly the case with example 2.1.1 RC 204, where the editors indig-

nantly state that my conclusions are inadmissible. They add that my statement

“does not meet the standards of a discussion in a scientific contribution.” What

kind of standards do I not meet? To have clearly stated that the VAGR is “marked

by a massive imbalance and general lack of representativeness in the underlying

corpus”, after having presented empirical data that prove this. Of course it is not

pleasant to read “that it is reasonable to conclude that all VAGR results are in-

correct.” Maybe I should have written “almost all VARGR results are incorrect”

as, by chance, a few of them are correct. The results we checked were all false

when reviewed by means of a very large corpus that comprises about 100 billion

texts.

In comment 2.2 RC16, the editors/reviewers argue that the majority of the

contributors to their volume favour the pluriareal model because most contribu-

tions would “argue that both concepts may, in certain circumstances, be seen as

complementary”. However, in Muhr, 2020, and in the rejected paper, I showed
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that the pluriareal model is based exclusively on the criterion of the occurrence of

certain linguistic features within (arbitrarily defined6) “areas”. The model is

completely ignoring the social- and identity function of language. When a cer-

tain linguistic feature appears on both sides of a national or regional border, it is

not proof that the linguistic border does not exist, as the speakers on one side of

the border might be completely unaware of the feature as there is no specific so-

cial value associated with it, whereas on the other side of the border this might

be the case. The pluriareal model cannot by any means “be seen as complemen-

tary, with each model having its own merits (and perhaps problems)” as it is

based on one-sided criteria that does not hold up in linguistic reality. It is simply

not enough to look at whether linguistic features are in use on both sides of a

border or in different areas. In this comment the editors/reviewers also show an

unusual semantic interpretation of the word “confirm” that is not backed by any

dictionary of English I consulted.

Comment 2.3.1 RC (1) again defends the pluriareal against the pluricentric

model and pretends that “the contrastive way in which this is phrased may be

read negatively here ("pluricentricity: long tradition, well-established" vs. "plu-

riareality: "born" overnight)”. In fact, this passage is part of the introduction of

my paper where I briefly outlined the history of both concepts. There was no in-

tention to trump the pluricentric model against the pluriareal model. It was a

simple description. Why is it not “beneficial for a discussion of both concepts at

a descriptive, neutral, and content level”? It seems that the somewhat defensive

attitude of the editors causes problems here.

Comment 2.4.1 RC (1): When I claim that “all arguments are always di-

rected against Austrian German and not against any other NV of German” – after

40 years of work in the field - I can say with great certainty that there is not a

single scholarly publication that questions the existence of Swiss German, but

there are a great many regarding Austrian German as non-existent. If the editors

had read Elspaß/Niehaus 2013, Elspaß, et. al. (2017), Scheuringer (1996a) etc.,

they would refrain from making such a comment. This comment also shows the

demand either to delete or to rephrase larger passages of the paper and that the

editors/reviewers are not sufficiently informed and not up to the task.

Comment 2.4.1 RC (2) maintains that “it rather seems to be the case that

pluriareality does not take national standard varieties overall as a necessary given.” I

6
Th e VA RGR usesth e areasd efin ed by A m m on et.al.2004 – th e Varian ten w örterbuc h – butatleastforA us-

tria th e zon in g of th e areasish igh ly question able asm ostof th e Eastern partof th e c oun try ism arked by a
h igh ly un iform c oin é variety th atin c lud esm ostof area eastof th e state of Salzburg.
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wonder what all the reference books and grammars of German and the other

European languages are then good for. The fact that there is variation within the

standard variety is a truism. However, to set up a whole new linguistic concept

on that phenomenon and thereby negating the concept of pluricentricity and

replacing it by linguistic “areas” gives the impression that there is a hidden

agenda, which aims to strengthen the language policy preferences of the domi-

nant nation.

Comment 2.5.1 RC 167 exemplifies the partisanship of the editors in a sub-

tle way as they are downplaying the shortcomings of the VARGR corpus by

claiming, contrary to the data I presented, that the “the corpus itself is not prob-

lematic” and claiming that it is a “specialised corpus. There is nothing special-

ised about the VARGR-corpus; it is a common reference (or tries to be one). I

presented a large amount of data that show that the VARGR-corpus is skewed

and the results that are presented on the website of the project are therefore not

valid.

2 .3 S trategy(3 ): The editors/rev iewers dem andedthat essential passages of
m yarticl e shou l deither be del etedor rewritten, which woul dhav e re-
su l tedin a sev eredistortion ofthecontent

The singl e text passages referring to strategy(3 ) and the com m ents con-

nectedwith them

3.1. OT p 5: This is not only wrong; it seems to be a deliberate misinterpre-

tation of the term. Anyone working in the field knows (or should know) that the

term is based on the concept of nation-state and a loan expression from English

sociolinguistics. How can researching and describing the language of a state-

nation be nationalism, unless one assumes implicitly that Austria, Switzerland,

Belgium, Liechtenstein, etc. are not independent nations but part of the German

nation and have no right to codify their own language?

3.1.1 RC 101: I would suggest removing this because the discussion here is

largely on a speculative level (i.e. what may be insinuated, what may be indi-

rectly implied etc.). This is not helpful for a neutral-descriptive, content-oriented

discussion. …

3.2. OT p 1: These facts lead to the conclusion that the VARGR-corpus does

not meet the criteria of representativeness in any way. It is neither balanced nor rep-

resentative and does not correctly represent the linguistic situation and the va-

riety of AG. The general conclusion is that the results based on VARGR-corpus

cannot be generalised and are therefore invalid.
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3.2.1 RC 174: Please delete. This is something that cannot be claimed in these

terms (see comments above).

3.3 OT, p 2: The PLCM is therefore based on nation-states where every

state is a nation of its own, irrespective of a shared language, and thereby form-

ing a specific national variety (NV) of the (seemingly) common language.

3.3.1. This sentence is somewhat redundant, suggest rephrasing.

3.4. OT, p4: The three authors also have in common that they changed

their opposition toward the existence of AG. Wiesinger (2006/2014) regretted the

loss of traditional Austrian vocabulary, but, without correcting earlier un-

founded allegations, Scheuringer (2007) published a dictionary Austrian Ger-

man-Romanian and Pohl (2018:142) acknowledging the existence of AG.

3.4.1. RC 80: Are these details necessary? In general, I would suggest leaving out

this level of detail because it will be relatively uninteresting for readers outside

German linguistics and also with a view to the word count. More general issues

should be described and discussed.

3.4.2 RC 82: Much of this section can be streamlined or even omitted.

3.5 OT, p 3: The term “pluriareal” was invented and first used in 1994 by

Norbert Richard Wolf, (1) ***an Austrian born Professor of German medieval

language and literature and dialectologist who worked most of his professional

life in Germany.*** [Deleted by the editors/reviewers.]

3.5.1. RC (1): This information is not really relevant.

3.6. OT, p 1: 2. The monocentric background of the pluriareal concept

(PLAC) and the differences to the pluricentric model (PLCM) (Headline). The [1]

***PLAC is a modern variant of the monocentric model most strongly associated

with Hugo Moser, [2] ***who was a highly renowned linguist and highly influen-

tial.***

3.6.1 RC 34: [1] I don't think this is the case. At the same time, historical back-

ground is presented on how monocentriscm came about but there is no descrip-

tion/explanation/ discussion about how pluriareality may be based on mono-

centricism (as the section heading suggests); this is simply claimed in the first

sentence. […] Differences to pluricentricity are also not really discussed here, it

is simply mentioned toward the end of this section that the concept is incom-

patible with pluricentricity. Maybe differences can be highlighted in the plu-

ricentric section (section 3) instead. With a view to length, this section can

probably be shortened/condensed or be removed, given that pluricentricity and
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pluriareality both agree that a monocentric view is too limited and does not rep-

resent standard language production and perception.

3.6.2: [2] Deleted by the editors/reviewers.

Sum m arycom m ents on the com m ents ofthe rev iewers/editors for section

(3 )

Strategy three is the most far-reaching one of the five strategies. The edi-

tors/reviewers demanded7 that large parts of my text should be either deleted

or rewritten. If I had published the paper and followed these instructions, my pa-

per would have been mutilated beyond recognition.

A typical example is comment RC 3.1.1 p 1. It demands the deletion of the

whole paragraph outlining why the use of the term “national variety” is not na-

tionalism. It is a very important statement that opposes a statement of Nie-

haus/Elspaß (2014). The editors/reviewers find that this is on a “speculative

level” and “not helpful for a neutral-descriptive, content-oriented discussion.” I

cannot help but notice that whenever Elspaß is criticised, there is a good chance

that the reviewers/editors want the paragraph deleted.

Quite in the same line is paragraph OT 3.2, which should be “deleted”, be-

cause this “cannot be claimed in these terms”. All I did was to state – well-

supported with numerous empirical data – “the VARGR-corpus does not meet

the criteria of representativeness in any way”. As the VARGR is the key element

of the pluriareal concept (PLAC), it is clear that such fundamental criticisms do

not go down well.

An important statement is also OT 3.3, that clarifies the central role of the

nation-state in the concept of pluricentricity. The sentence is judged to be “re-

dundant” and should be rewritten. I wonder why and how it should be rewritten

as the information is a corner stone of the pluricentric model. It is recurring pat-

tern that central parts of my paper, where important statements are made, are

asked to be either deleted or “rephrased”.

This is also the case with statements that do not fit into of the conceptual

view of the editors/reviewers and activate fervent support for the PALC. Such a

case is OT 3.4, where Austrian supporters of the PLAC later turned into veiled

supporters of the pluricentric model. This is marked as “relatively uninteresting

7
Itd oesn ’tm ake an y d ifferen c e if th e review ers/ed itors“suggest” d eletin g orrew ritin g large passages.Itisa

h ed ged w ay of d em an d in g a m assive c h an ge of th e textth atw ould n otbe publish ed w ith outalteration .
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for readers outside German linguistics”. However, the whole concept is a Ger-

man-only concept. It is not used in any other pluricentric language.

Very similar are the comments on 3.4. OT p4, that depict the starting point

of the PLAC and the professional situation of its founder Norbert Richard Wolff,

who had a professional German background (despite being of Austrian origin),

and consequently adopting the dominant views of the dominant nation. This in-

formation is also judged as “not really relevant” even though it explains to a cer-

tain amount his skewed view on Austrian German. It also shows that Wolff is

supporting the pan-Germanic idea of a single German standard.

3.6. OT, p 1 finally shows that the editors/reviewers are using arguments

at random and claim “there is no description/explanation/discussion about how

pluriareality may be based on monocentricsm”. This is common knowledge in

the field8 as this is not the task of the paper. Even more so as the next chapter is

a thorough description of the PLAC and which ideas have been taken over from

earlier models.

2 .4 S trategy(4 ): C l ear scientificl anguage usedto refer to fal se cl aim s and
refutedresu l ts is to beav oided– Scienceas l inguistickindergarten

The singl e text passages referring to strategy(4 ) and the com m ents con-

nectedwith them

4.1 OT, p 1 (in the abstract): (1) A critical discussion of these claims shows

that they are not [1] ***tenable***.

4.1.1. RC 7: [1] Consider rephrasing this in less general-absolute terms.

4.2 OT, p 9: This is remarkably low and puts Eichhoff's data very much into

perspective. It does not contradict them but expands them and strongly

***refutes*** the overlap theory put forward by the pluriareality camp.

4.2.1. RC 148: Again, proper discussion required.

4.3 OT, p 9: In summary, these data say that there are considerable differ-

ences in lexicon use between Austria and Bavaria and that this, ***above all,

again clearly refutes*** the PAG's claim of overlap and inexistence of AG.

4.3.1. RC 148: Again, proper discussion required.

4.4 OT, p 9: Summary: The data from the four sources - Eichhoff's maps

and Glauninger's and Kurnik's research, as well as the additional comparison of

8
See H ellm an n (1989): „B in n en d eutsc h “un d „H auptvarian te B un d esrepublik“.
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average language use in Austria and Bavaria can be summed up that they

showed a high degree of consistency and in all cases resulted in a refutation of the

five central claims of the pluriareal group. [1]*** The following three sections will

demonstrate further data and evidence that there is [2] *** no substance in the

claims of the PAG and in the model itself.*** It will check the “Variantengram-

matik” (VARGR), which plays a central role in the argumentation of the PAG for

its validity and representativeness.

4.4.1 RC 158: [1] Please return into a proper discussion section

4.4.2 RC 159: [2] See above: nuanced/descriptive discussion.

4.5 OT, p1 (in the abstract): Several data were presented. They refuted all

but one of the claims of the PAGs. We showed that the data of the Varianten-

grammatik (VARGR) that is used to back the claims of the PAG is (1) ***seriously

flawed***, as the underlying corpus is neither balanced nor representative.

4.5.1 RC 12: (1) Consider rephrasing: "problematic" to avoid strong term with

additional intensifier.

4.6. OT, p 6: In Elspaß/Niehaus (2014) an additional four arguments of the

new pluriareal model are outlined (***mostly taken over from the first plu-

riareal groups without reference to their origin***).

4.6.1 RC 105: Unless this is explicitly shown and discussed with exact references,

this type of statement should be avoided. Again, the focus should be descriptive-

neutral and target content-related aspects.

4.7. OT, p 1: (1) ***It must be pointed out that*** the PLCM is a purely Ger-

man German concept that has not been used in any other PCLs (2) *** (exem-

plary references)***.

4.7.1 RC 25: (1) Expressions like these are used frequently. I would suggest de-

leting these because they do not contribute to the line of argumentation per se.

Stylistically, a descriptive-neutral style and tone will be helpful to concentrate on

specific arguments at a content level.

"It must be pointed out". "It can be said"

4.7.2 RC exemplary references [are demanded by the reviewer/editors]

Sum m arycom m ents on the com m ents ofthe rev iewers/editors for section

(4 )

This section shows the strange attitude, due to which things must not be

called by their names – contrary to the fact that this is a scientific paper that is

supposed to present reliable results that withstand close scrutiny and are verifi-
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able. This includes the fact that some data/statements/results can be "right" or

simply "wrong" and must be labelled as such if the data back it up. However, this

does not take place in the world of the two editors/reviewers.

In 4.1.1. RC 7: [1] (referring to OT 4.1 p.1) the term “not tenable” is consid-

ered inappropriate as too “general-absolute”. To say that a cornerstone of the

PLAC has been “refuted” by empirical data, as in OT 4.2, is, according to com-

ment 4.2.1. RC 148, not acceptable either. “A proper discussion” is then de-

manded. However, what is this supposed to mean when the data were presented

that lead to this result? The same comment is the case in OT 4.3 p.9, where also

“a proper discussion is demanded” even though the data were presented. Repeti-

tively more “proper discussion” is required in comment 4.4.1 RC 158: [1] and a

“more nuanced discussion” in 4.4.2 RC 159: [2] against OT 4.4 where the refuta-

tion of all five central claims is stated, and in 4.5 where I note that the PLAC has

been “refuted”. The comments on OT 4.6 are even more perplexing as “exact

references” for my claims are demanded, although this is exactly described in

the respective section that is criticised.

It appears that these comments were made out of fear of negative career

repercussions. In any case, they are unsuitable for scientific publications where

findings have to be expressed clearly and unambiguously.

2 .5 S trategy(5 ) The rev iewers/editors seem not to understandthe content
ofm yscientificl inguistictext, m ark it as v ague, dem andit to bebacked
it up with references, or sim pl yrefuse to accept the resu l ts without a
decent cl arification

The singl e text passages referring to strategy(5 ) and the com m ents con-

nectedwith them

5.1. OT, p 7: The first master's thesis (Glauninger 1997/2000) examined the

use of vocabulary in 20 lexical fields within Austria. For this purpose, 181 ex-

pressions were selected and asked of 8-20 informants (105 persons in total) in all

9 state capitals of Austria by means of picture cards.

5.1.1 RC 134, p 8: This is not clear. Please rephrase and provide additional in-

formation. Is this a speech production or perception (quasi-)experiment?

5.2. OT, p 8: Table (1) shows (1) the amount of ***lexical conformity be-

tween the 9 Austrian state capitals*** and (2) answers the question about the al-

leged divide between the geographical west and east and (3) the conformity to-

wards the GG-lexicon. The data demonstrate that (1) there is no support for the

inconsistency claim. Only five - out of 72 - comparisons between state capitals
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have a compliance rate lower than 80% but are nowhere lower than 75%. AG

shows a high degree of conformity.

5.2.1 RC 137: It is not clear what exactly is shown. This is related to my above

comment that the description of the two studies is not clear. More details and

explanation necessary.

5.3. OT, p 9: The results of Kurnik‘s study - The conformity in lexicon use

between Austria and Bavaria (1998: 127). [1]***Kurnik’s data*** describe the

congruence between Austria and Bavaria in four categories: (1) Full congruence

in spoken language; (2) full congruence in written language; (3) partial congru-

ence in spoken language; (4) partial congruence in written language . [2]

***Table (2) also shows in columns (2) and (3) the congruence in usage of the GG-

lexicon in Austria and Bavaria (as codified in the “Duden” dictionary.

5.3.1: RC 145: [1] More details necessary

5.3.2: RC 146: It is not clear what exactly was done and how exactly this was

compared. Kurnik (1997) seems to be elicitation data - how can this be com-

pared to a dictionary and to what ends? To me, the entire methodology and

analysis remains very unclear.

5.4 OT, p 9: Category (1): Different ***expressions*** in both varieties are

used for the same object, resulting in Austriacisms and Ba-

varisms/Deutschlandisms.

5.8.1 RC 152: Does this mean you are here looking at lexical items or something

like fixed expressions?

5.5. OT, p 9: Kurnik also researched the conformity in lexical usage the GG-

lexicon, as enshrined in the Duden lexicon that contains a vocabulary that is

more northern in character.

5.5.1 RC 149: Unclear

5.5.2 RC 150: I find this all very muddled and confusing. How would any reader

know the findings of two MA projects in enough detail to be able to understand

these sections?

5.6. OT, p: In 6 out of 8 cells of table (6) the VARGR data for “Ziffer(n)blatt”

(dial) are either marked with u. S.” (= under the threshold [of 10 hits]), k.B. (= no

hits) or do show 0% in cells. The markings indicate that there are only few hits

(u.S.), which do not suffice for a statistical analysis, or none at all (k.B./0%). Nev-

ertheless, the VARGR website presents a graph with data, even though data is

incomplete or even missing. ***This is incomprehensible and misleading.*** It
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occurs in no less than 16 out of 100 tables and casts additional doubts on the va-

lidity of the VARGR data.

5.6.1 RC 197: What was checked exactly and how was this figure reached?

Elaboration required.

5.7. OT, p 9: A first look at the data of VARGR, which are displayed on the

website in the form of percentages and maps, revealed ambiguities both about

how the results were calculated and about the validity of the data. Absolute to-

ken counts figures are missing, i.e., the results are not directly verifiable. It is

also not clear how the statistical significance tests exactly were carried out.

5.7.1 RC 163: Verifiable only based on the corpus itself.

5.7.1 RC 164: What significance tests? Inferential-statistical tests are not men-

tioned in the footnote. The footnote simply mentions minimum token counts

used to calculate percentages if I understand correctly.

5.8. OT, p 8: (2) The alleged east-west divide in lexical usage*** is also dis-

confirmed. ***

5.8.1 RC 139: Different results across different studies do not simply ver-

fiy/falsify research presented by others, esp. if methodologies differ (as seems to

be the case here, but the methodological description is not quite clear). Differ-

ences between studies should be described and discussed and potential reasons

should be mentioned in a nuanced manner, so that the reader may reach an in-

formed decision as to whether something may be considered falsified.

Sum m arycom m ents on the com m ents ofthe rev iewers/editors for section

(5 )

The objections in this section show a fifth strategy of destructive review-

ing. In this case, the editors/reviewers took refuge to claim that my text was

“vague” or the presented data and research was incomprehensible. There are

eight instances in this review where parts of my paper are marked as “vague”.

The strategy to not understand the text of my paper is particularly frequent

where empirical research is presented.

Examples for this are the OT 5.1.-5.5. OT 5.1 describes the method that was

used to find out whether there is conformity in lexical usage between the nine

Austrians state capitals: Picture cards were shown to respondents by asking

them what expression they would normally use for the (everyday) objects used

in an average household. I wonder why this is not clear and why should addi-

tional information be presented?
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OT 5.2 presented the data for the lexical correspondence between the Aus-

trian state capitals. One of the central claims of the PLAG is that there is no Aus-

trian German because there is too much variation within Austria. The data pre-

sented show that this is not the case as only five out of 72 comparisons show

conformity of 75%, all others are highly conformant above the 80% or 90% level.

So, why is this not clear again?

The same problem existed for the editors/reviewers with OT 5.3, where

the data of lexical conformity/correspondence between Austria and Bavaria are

shown. They fall into four categories, which are briefly explained, with all in-

formation presented in a table and described in the text below. Instead: “More

details necessary” and “more details and explanation necessary”.

A highlight of misunderstanding are the comments on OT 5.4 p.9 and OT

5.5 p.9, where the Austrian and Bavarian data are compared with the data of the

GG Duden standard dictionary and clearly show that the Bavarian data are much

more conformant to the Duden lexicon than the Austria data. The comment to

this is “all very muddled and confusing”.

In a final section of my paper, I presented the results of a check of the

VARGR-data, which were done by using the huge newspaper repository of the

Austrian Press Agency that contains about a billion words. In OT 5.6 I pointed to

the fact that, despite the lack of reliable data, the VARGR nevertheless presents

charts on the website. The editors/reviewers show total misunderstanding and

comment: “What was checked exactly and how was this figure reached? Elabora-

tion required.” This is quite exasperating and gives the impression that the re-

viewing was done at random.

The comments on OT 5.5 – 5.8 show the second strategy of destructive de-

fensive behaviour, which is also linked to alleged non-understanding, where the

results presented are simply dismissed with silly arguments, like in 5.8.1: “Dif-

ferent results across different studies do not simply verify/falsify research pre-

sented by others…” In view of these comments, one often cannot help but feel

that the reviewers / editors have too little expertise to understand the descrip-

tions of the studies or did this on purpose in order to fend off the critique that

undermines the PLAC.

2 .6 A briefsum m aryofthem ost im portant points

The analysis of the comments of the reviewers/editors revealed five main

strategies that, in my view, are not contributing to the improvement of the pa-

per, which is why I consider them destructive. The strategies are:
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1. Do not want to mention the names of main representatives of the pluriareal

model as this might be “confrontative”!

2. The pluriareal model is defended with dubious arguments showing a lack of

editorial impartiality.

3. The editors/reviewers demanded that essential passages of my article should

either be deleted or rewritten, which would have resulted in a severe change

or even distortion of the content.

4. Clear scientific language that calls false claims and refuted results by their

names is to be avoided and hedged expressions should be used instead.

5. The reviewers/editors do not understand / pretend not to understand the

content of my scientific linguistic text, mark it as vague, demand it to be

backed it up with (unnecessary) references or simply refuse to accept the re-

sults.

This is shown in 29 excerpts from my original text and 45 accompanying

comments of the reviewers/editors. The vast majority of the 208 comments pur-

sue, in my view, a destructive strategy as outlined in the 5 strategies. This is ap-

palling and unacceptable as it raises concerns about the ethics of reviewing sci-

entific texts. It is my firm belief that many of the comments convey the impres-

sion that they are biased against the pluricentric model.

3 . Theethics ofrev iewing scientifictexts

When processing the comments, I became aware that such reviewer be-

haviour, strictly speaking, remains without consequences. The reviewing of sci-

entific texts is a kind of black box in which there are no fixed rules, and each re-

viewer can more or less do as they please.

Before being confronted with this kind of reviewing, I have never come

across a rulebook or introduction to scientific peer review that lays down the

basics of this task. However, when I searched the internet for material that de-

scribes some rules for scientific editing/reviewing, it turned out that there is

“Science Editing” - a journal that provides “Golden Rules and the Peer-Review

Good Practice Checklist9 by Hames (2016).

It is an excerpt from the book of the same author (2007) “Peer Review and

Manuscript Management in Scientific Journals: guidelines for good practice”,

published in 2007. And there is the „Committee on Publication Ethics“10 - an

9 https://www.escienceediting.org/journal/view.php?number=69 [Accessed March, 25 2022]
10 https://publicationethics.org/ [Accessed March, 25 2022]. It is linked to the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ),
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NGO that has existed since 1997, registered in England and Wales. This organisa-

tion also provides guidelines and an “Ethics toolkit for a successful editorial of-

fice”11, so there are rulebooks for scientific reviewing that can be consulted to

assess the behaviour of the two editors/reviewers who edited my article. This

can and will only be done in a basic way because a comprehensive discussion

would go beyond the scope of this article.

There is also another slight limitation in that the rulebooks mentioned are

primarily intended for scientific journals and not for the publication of antholo-

gies. Central statements about reviewer/editor behaviour can nevertheless be

considered and will be listed below. The “Ethical guidelines for peer reviewers”

are helpful. The most important rules are: 12

1. Bias and competing interests

It is important to remain unbiased by considerations related to the national-

ity, religious or political beliefs, gender or other characteristics of the au-

thors, origins of a manuscript or by commercial considerations.

2. Appropriate feedback

Bear in mind that the editor requires a fair, honest, and unbiased assessment

of the strengths and weaknesses of the manuscript.

3. Language and style

Remember it is the author’s paper, so do not attempt to rewrite it to your own

preferred style if it is basically sound and clear; suggestions for changes that

improve clarity are, however, important. […]

4. Suggestions for further work

It is the job of the peer reviewer to comment on the quality and rigour of the

work they receive. If the work is not clear because of missing analyses, the re-

viewer should comment and explain what additional analyses would clarify

the work submitted. It is not the job of the reviewer to extend the work be-

yond its current scope. […]

5. Preparing a report

[…] Be objective and constructive in your review, providing feedback that will

help the authors to improve their manuscript.

the Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA), and the World Association of Medical Editors (WAME).
11 https://publicationethics.org/files/cope-ethical-guidelines-peer-reviewers-v2_0.pdf [Accessed March, 25 2022]
12 Cited from https://publicationethics.org/files/cope-ethical-guidelines-peer-reviewers-v2_0.pdf [March, 25 022] - the

COPE website
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For example, be specific in your critique, and provide supporting evidence

with appropriate references to substantiate general statements, to help edi-

tors in their evaluation.

Be professional and refrain from being hostile or inflammatory and from mak-

ing libellous or derogatory personal comments or unfounded accusations (eg,

see COPE Case 08-13).

C oncl usion

I will leave it to the readers of this paper to decide whether the reviewers

/ editors met these criteria when they reviewed my paper.

In my view, it is clear that the reviewers/editors did not act in accordance

with any of the five rules cited here. I think that there should be an extended

discussion on the rules of scientific reviewing in the humanities in the near fu-

ture.
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